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“Every little girl dreams of what her wedding will look like but as
you get older your taste changes,” Emily says. What she knew for
sure was that she wanted to have an intimate affair—just a small
group of the most important family and friends in their lives.
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Emily joined eHarmony with the hope of finding
true love but she didn’t expect to find it with the first person she
met on the site. When she and Peter set up their first date, Emily
says that she was smitten from the start. The conversation just
flowed and the ease of being together was just natural.
As their relationship grew to be more serious, Emily took Peter to
England to meet her family and it was apparent that her family
loved him as much as she did. From England, Peter whisked Emily
off on a romantic getaway to Paris. “It was just perfect,” Emily says.
After a picturesque dinner at the Eiffel Tower, Peter got down on
one knee and asked Emily to marry him.
With the wedding date set for one year later, Emily began to
visualize her dream wedding. “Every little girl dreams of what her
wedding will look like but as you get older your taste changes,”
Emily says. What she knew for sure was that she wanted to have an
intimate affair—just a small group of the most important family
and friends in their lives. “We wanted to be able to dance and
connect with every single guest,” Emily says. “We wanted them to
feel loved and important.”
She started the planning process slowly by scouring the Internet
and searching through bridal magazines for inspiration. As soon
as she chose Shutters on the Beach in Santa Monica, Calif. as her
venue, it set the tone for the entire event. The bride and groom set
a theme of comfortable elegance and chose a cool color palette
of gray, cream and Tiffany blue to mimic the natural colors of the
ocean.
With a guest list of just under 40, no detail was left out to make
the wedding an absolute treat for everyone in attendance. Guests
dined on a delectable meal of filet mignon and lobster tail on a
table that was beautifully decorated with a long solid arrangement
of fresh flowers down the center of the table. “I asked our florist to
create a look of an unbroken sea of flowers.” Emily explains.

As a nod to her English grandmother, Emily opted for a wedding
cake adorned with delicate sugar primroses. “They were the
flowers my grandparents had at their 50th wedding anniversary,”
Emily explains. The tiers of the cake were made up of white cake
with Bavarian butter cream and raspberry and lemon cake with a
layer of fudge cream.
Along the centerpiece were blue votive candles to create a
romantic ambience. Each table setting was adorned with a gray
satin ribbon, a napkin treatment and menu card that coordinated
with the invitations. Alternating at each setting was a delicate
starfish or an intricate rose that was whittled out of wood.
At the end of the night, guests were sent home with personalized
bottles of water and Tiffany boxes filled with two Krispy Kreme
doughnuts and Dunkin’ Donuts coffee, the bride and groom’s
personal favorites.
As a special treat for her out-of-town guests, Emily provided
welcome bags for them when they arrived. A Tiffany blue beach
tote was filled with maps of Santa Monica, towels, sun tan lotion,
snacks, personalized bottles of water and itineraries for guests to
enjoy during their stay.
Thinking back on her special day, Emily wishes she could relive
it over and over again. “I was over the moon the whole day,” she
says. What was especially memorable for her was looking into
Peter’s eyes as they exchanged their vows. “That was so incredibly
special,” she says. Also, Emily says that she will never forget how
blown away she was when she saw the reception room for the first
time. “It was amazing to see my vision come to life.”
If she could give any advice to newly engaged brides, she would
like them to know that they will probably get nervous and stressed
out on the big day but it is so important to stay present, be in the
moment and remember to enjoy every magical second. a
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What is your advice to future brides?
“I recommend hiring a wedding planner early on in the planning
process. Also, give your vendors a specific vision through photos and
have trust in them.”

Guests were sent home with a
box of Krispy Kreme doughnuts and Dunkin’ Donuts
coffee.
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STYLEFILE
theme

Comfortable Elegance

color

Tiffany Blue, Gray, Cream

STYLETEAM
Wedding Coordinator
Lyndsey Hamilton Events
Bridal Gown
Monique Lhuillier
Veil
Glamour Closet

As a nod to their dads, the
couple served their two favorite
drinks at the reception, Miller
Lite and the Gin and Tonic.

Bridal Shoes
Manolo Blahnik
Groom’s Formalwear
Brooks Brothers
Groom’s Shoes
Johnston & Murphy
ENGAGEMENT & Wedding RingS
Tiffany & Co.
Hair stylist
Hush Hush Salon, Harmony Hunt
Makeup Artist
Makeup by RonAnn
Reception Location
Shutters on the Beach
Florist
Lilla Bello Studio
Specialty Rentals
Classic Party Rentals
Entertainment
City Connection
Wedding Cake
Cake Divas
Photography
Garrett Photography
Transportation
Classic Limos
Integrated Transportation Services
Wedding Night Accommodations
Shutters on the Beach
Honeymoon Destination
Maui, HI

Dainty sugar primroses covered the
three-tier cake in homage to Emily’s
English grandmother.

